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Small power and signal BM24 Series board-to-FPC connectors deliver power up to 5 Amps… 

HIGH  CURRENT HYBRID BOARD-TO-FPC  
CONNECTOR FROM HIROSE SAVES SPACE AND COST

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS — October 20, 2015 — Hirose, a leader in the 

hybrid power and signal connector designed for power line connections 
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printed circuit (FPC) connector features a unique, space saving design 
that

 
concentrates

 
power lines into two

 
power contacts instead of the

conventional, more costly multiple signal contact method.  

The BM24 Series connector’s power contacts are rated up to 5 Amps per line and the signal contacts are 

rated to 0.25 Amps per line. The BM24 Series design ensures a temperature rise of less than 30 degrees C 

when carrying 5 Amps. In addition, the board-to-FPC connector system supports USB 3.1 gen.2 (10 

Gbps) transmission.  

The 10-position BM24 Series model has dimensions of only 2.3mm x 5.25mm x 0.8mm with a lead pitch 

of 0.35mm, and includes 10 signal plus 2 power pins. Each connector features two power pins, regardless 

of position number. Utilizing a highly reliable 2-point contact structure on both power and signal contacts, 

the BM24 Series delivers ruggedized connectivity that is resistant to shock and vibration. Guide ribs 

broaden the range of self-alignment to 0.3mm in XY axis directions during mating, delivering an easy and 

smooth mating operation.  

“The small BM24 Series hybrid board-to-FPC connector system combines power and signal into one 

cost-efficient solution. By eliminating the need for traditional separate power and signal wire-to-board 

development of innovative connector solutions, has launched a new 



 

 

connectors, the BM24 Series simplifies design and assembly, while providing significant cost savings”, 

said Rick van Weezel, Vice-President of Sales and Marketing for Hirose Electric USA. 

 

The BM24 Series connector has a rated voltage of 30 V AC/DC, a power contact resistance of 15 m ohms 

maximum and a signal contact resistance of 100 m ohms maximum, an insulation resistance of 100 M 

ohms minimum, and an operating temperature of -40 degrees C to +85 degrees C. 

 
For additional information about the BM24 Series connectors, please visit: www.hirose.com/us.  

 

ABOUT HIROSE ELECTRIC 

Hirose Electric Co., Ltd. is a leading global supplier of innovative interconnects, with sales of over $1 

billion to customers worldwide. Hirose employs advanced engineering services, superior customer 

support and worldwide manufacturing capabilities to provide value-based connector solutions for various 

industries including: industrial, telecommunication, consumer electronics, computer and automotive. 

More information can be found on Hirose Electric’s corporate website at www.hirose.com. 

 

 

 


